
This is our time to dream God's dreams, recommit ourselves to Christ and renew our service dedication to the
church.

We did not create ourselves, therefore we cannot determine why, for what or how to fulfill our highest
purpose. Only the creator who is God or the — manual — the Bible can reveal our purpose.

Jeremiah 10:23 (AMP)
"It is not within [the limited ability of] man [even one at his best] to choose and direct his steps [in life]."

Hence prayer, fasting and spending time in the scripture are critical to discovering God's dreams and
purposes for our life.

Ephesians 1:11 (MSG)
"It is in Christ that we find out who we are and what we are living for."

ConsecrationIT’S TIME TO DREAM

ALL THAT GOD CAN DO, PRAYER CAN ACHIEVE



1. That all APC members would
be committed to personal daily
Bible reading, to daily
passionate prayer, and that
they would participate
wholeheartedly in
congregational prayer, in order
to determine and fulfill their
life purpose and revealing their
dependency on the help of the
Holy Spirit with which we can
do all things.

2. That every APC member
would unite in all their
diversified talents to actively
use their fleeting time,
resources, and abilities to
influence others in their

community to become baptized,
filled earnest followers of Jesus.

3. That discipleship classes and
need-based small groups will
flourish in APC to bring people
into fellowship to experience
Jesus's love and the life-
changing truth of His word

4. That APC’s children’s, student
and youth ministries would
thrive under visionary leaders
and mentors who facilitate the
development of committed
relationships with Christ, the
fulfilling of God-ordained
purposes, and the reaching of
peers for Christ.

5. That God's people would
prosper, that resources would
multiply, and that generosity
would overflow towards the
building of God's house and
the support of local and global
missions.

6. That families and ministry
leaders would be
strengthened, our global
community would have peace
and that we would experience
world-wide revival.

[ PRAYER POINTS ]
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The sky’s the limit... EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE FOR THE ONE WHO BELIEVES


